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About This Game

In Extremis is a shoot'em up game that aims to bring an engaging and fun experience to the player, while also experimenting
with the nature of the language of videogames.

Taking inspiration from sources such as centuries-old mysticism to contemporary pop-culture, In Extremis suits itself for all
kinds of players with smart level design and multiple ways of tackling challenges.

Offering challenges and secrets, In Extremis tries to bridge the gap between art and fun, the underground and the mainstream,
the old and the new.

Features

Classic shoot'em up action that brings numerous new ideas to the genre, while also being accessible to newcomers.

Eleven stages, each one with their own visual aesthetic and distinct set of mechanics. Fight through the domains of war,
sex, nostalgia, fear, melancholy, and many more.

Twelve different weapons, each one with their own subtleties and quirks, for the player to mix and match.
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An eclectic soundtrack, featuring everything from big band jazz to foot-thumping electronic jams to gentle piano ballads
to trippy psychedelic rock.

A mysterious narrative, as well as numerous secrets and surprises, await brave and inquisitive players.
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The new manufacturing mechanic changes the puzzle substantially and adds a fresh challenge, but this sequel has the familiar
feel of the original game.. It's fun to play on the Bass.
Don't know about guitar.. It's fun. It has a LOT more gameplay depth than "Reigns", with which it shares the swipe left \/ right
mechanic as well as a tongue-in-cheek medieval theme.

It has rogue-like mechanics; you build a team of people based on humorous Tinder \/ Internet stereotypes wedged into medieval
caricatures, choose a quest, then progress through a series of dilemmas in which you choose which of these adventurers attempts
to resolve the problem. Morale goes up or down depending on your success, and is also affected by the interactions between the
party members; your final success chance is greatly influenced by how high you manage to push your morale during the quest
stage. Finish, and you can try to "friend" a member of your party to form the core of your next group, and move on to the next
stage. Continue succeeding, and you can do another major quest. You fail when you run out of gold, and can start a new game.
There are some upgrade mechanics along the way, in which you must risk the benefits of the upgrades versus the cost in gold.

There is no saving, only auto-saves on node completion.

Some of the character classes are baffling to me, and I'm not sure whether they are ever a good idea to have on the adventure; I
found myself gravitating to the same classes on each play-through and avoiding others. I haven't played that much yet, however,
so it's possible I'm just seeing early encounters that require specific skills.

I would rather play it on a tablet given the choice, but it appears only to be on the PC at the moment.

It would be nice to see the game engine used with a more serious story and dialogue, but the humor version is okay. It's probably
funnier if you've used Tinder (I have not).. Morph Girl is an FMV game with a horror movie twist. It's got some genuinely
creepy moments that are well supported by the game's music and sound effects.

Despite a few branching paths and a bunch of more minor decisions, it plays out in a rather linear fashion and you can get half
of the game's six endings just by replaying the final decision tree. The script is decent, but not amazing. It's also got some
grammatical errors. Completionists can look through the Steam community forums for a guide to get all 6 endings, or watch the
rest of the endings on YouTube (there's no fast forwarding feature for the video clips, so you'll have to watch through some
scenes multiple times if you want to see all the endings in game).

Will take less than an hour to beat, but it's low price and on sale frequently. Despite its flaws, I recommend checking it out if
you're a fan of the FMV genre and horror. If not, then I can't recommend it.. ok game (not great), needs a lot of work,for the
moment you can see every thing in less then 4hrs.. Fantastic remake of the beloved classic Crash Bandicoot Trilogy that
definitely does them justice. No fuss, just some solid, classic and very fun platforming.
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Golden \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing eagles, man. I don't need to say anything more.. A Rocket Fist-ful of fun!

Simple, but so, so brilliant. Can't wait to get 3 friends over and couch it up!. Terrible

Press play.
Grab fuel
run for 1 min
get killed
repeat

would do it again 11/10. This is good game, grid and drit is all. Quite good, if a bit short. Recomended.. Will be fun if got public
match up
waiting for it
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